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Abstract
Axel is a monster truck who leaves the smooth roads in the city to conquer the rough terrain of the rocky, muddy mountains. He has lots of fun and makes lots of cool noises as he does! Axel catches a falling rock and brings it to the dump, makes a pit stop, and races back to town. He may be small compared to other trucks like dump trucks, but he is mighty!
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Axel the Truck has big wheels, and he loves speed and adventure. Is he fast enough to win the beach race against the big trucks? Features read-to-me audio, perfect for sharing. Axel the Truck: Beach Race. By: Sharon Phillips Denslow, and others. Axel the Truck: Field Trip! By: J. D. Riley. Narrated by: Jeff Gurner. Field Trip is the third audiobook about Axel, the little truck with great big wheels. What happens when he doesn't watch where he's going, and races into a pond? Cheer on Axel as he varooms and zooms his way out of the mud. Sometimes you have to get messy to have fun, and Axel is excellent at doing both! Axel the Truck: Beach Race. By: J. D. Riley. Rocky Road is the second book about Axel, the little truck with great big wheels. Axel heads to the mountains and races, bumps, and speeds up and down rocky roads. He even races a mountain goat or two! When he gets muddy, Axel heads to the car wash before heading home. The Axel books offer a fast-paced and fun first reading experience for emergent readers and build comprehension and phonics skills.
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Availability
Axel is a little truck with great big wheels. Axel loves to explore, have fun, go fast, and get dirty. Book Details. Number of Pages: 100 Pages. Bar Code: 9780062222312.

Publisher Rocky Road is the second book about Axel, the little truck with great big wheels. Axel heads to the mountains and races, bumps, and speeds up and down rocky roads. He even races a mountain goat or two! When he gets muddy, Axel heads to the car wash before heading home. The Axel books offer a fast-paced and fun first reading experience for emergent readers and build comprehension and phonics skills. My Review: Munchkin loved Axel the Truck: Beach Race so I tracked this one down for him as well (wasn't as easy to find as Beach Race was). This is a great pre-level beginning reader, sim Axel the Truck is one of the lesser known entries on the "My First I Can Read" shelf, and I took a flyer on the first two books sight unseen. The first book, "Beach Race", is the story of a little monster truck who goes "Vroom", goes fast and gets muddy a lot. It's cheerful and brightly colored. Each page has about two sentences of five words each. Things like, "Axel races the big trucks." The second book is virtually identical to the first, except this time Axel bounces around on a rocky trail road, which is actually pretty cool. Both books went